
Important Operating Instructions 
For Your New Electronic AMSEC Lock 

MODEL: 
ESL10XL 

 
Read Contents Carefully For 

Trouble-Free Operation of Your Lock 

Dear Valued Customer: 

Congratulations on your purchase of the finest electronic safe locks from 
American Security Products, Co. 

You’ve taken an important step in organizing and protecting your most 
valued possessions. Each AMSEC electronic safe lock is professionally 
hand-crafted with quality materials and is equipped with a precision- 
quality, digital lock. 

AMSEC offers the industry’s finest warranty backed by a nationwide 
network of highly skilled authorized dealers, providing prompt, 
courteous, and professional service. We suggest that you read the Limited 
Warranty thoroughly, and invite you to contact your authorized AMSEC 
dealer or AMSEC’s Service Department if you have any questions. 

 
Please take the time to read and familiarize yourself with the proper 
operating procedures of your new electronic safe lock presented on the 
following pages. 

Again, Congratulations and Thank You for choosing AMSEC! 

If you like us to send AMSEC product information to a friend or have any 
questions concerning our complete line of security products, please send 
your request to: 

 
AMERICAN SECURITY 
PRODUCTS COMPANY 
11925 Pacific Ave 
Fontana, CA 92337 
Visit us on the web at: 
www.amsecusa.com 
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Your AMSEC electronic safe lock is professionally hand-crafted with quality materials and is equipped 
with a precision-quality, ESL10XL digital lock. To become familiar with the lock, operate the lock (as 
outlined below) several times before closing the door and locking the safe. 

OPERATION INSTRUCTIONS: 
• Don’t slam the door. Extreme shock can damage the lock or jam the boltwork. 
• Don’t shut the door with the boltwork in the locked position. Damage to the boltwork and marring 

the safe’s finish may result. 
• Don’t stack contents of the safe so that the door must be forced shut. Jamming of the boltwork 

may result. 
• Don’t store the combination card inside the safe. 
• Don’t use oil, grease or any other lubricant on the digital lock. 
• Keep all moving parts clean and free from obstruction, water and grease. 
• If you experience a difference in the feel of the operation, inconsistency or difficulty opening or 

operating the safe, DO NOT LOCK THE SAFE. Immediately contact the security store from whom 
you purchased the safe. If this is not practical, contact the AMSEC service department at 
951-685-9680, Ext. 1036. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ESL10XL Electronic Lock  To open the battery 
compartment on the 

ESL10XL lock, twist the 
lock face to the left and 

remove. The battery is 
located inside the lock. 



OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE ESL10 ELECTRONIC SAFE LOCK 

Your AMSEC ESL10 Electronic Safe Lock has a Factory Combination of 
 

C-1-2-3-4-5-6-# 
 

To open the lock, simply press the “C” key to clear and wake up the electronics. Now press the keys of 
the combination one at a time and finish with the “#” key. If the combination keyed is correct, the lock 
will cycle open for three (3) seconds. During this 3 second period, turn the handle of the safe to the 
unlocked position and pull the door open. 

 
Here are a few things to remember: 

 
a. With each keystroke the red lamp on the keypad will flash and a chirp will be heard. 

 
b. If 4 (four) incorrect combinations are entered, the lock will go into a “Penalty Lockout”for 15 minutes 

to prevent trial and error manipulation attempts at opening the lock. The red lamp will flash once 
every 5 seconds during the penalty period. If you press any key during the lockout period, the red 
lamp will flash with a chirp 8 times rapidly to indicate the lockout condition. 

 
c. Before keying the combination, be sure that the handle of the safe is in the fully locked position to 

allow the lock to open freely. 
 

d. If the lock fails to open or acts strange, replace the batteries with good quality fresh alkaline 9 volt 
batteries To replace the batteries, simply turn the keypad housing counter-clockwise to the stop 
and pull it away from the base. Un-snap the old batteries and clip on the new one. Position them in 
the pocket at the bottom of the housing and replace it watching that the wires are not pinched. You 
should replace your batteries once a year to prevent corrosion damage from leakage. 

 
e. During the input sequence, if you make a mistake, you can press “C”to clear the previous input and 

start over again. 
 

f. The ESL10 uses a fixed length 6 (six) digit combination. 
 

g. Use only your fingers to key the combination. Sharp objects will result in damage which is not 
covered by the warranty. 

 
h. If at any time during opening or combination changing the unit is left without input for 10 (ten) 

seconds, it returns to a resting condition. If this occurs during a combination change, the Old 
Combination is retained. 

 
i. At any time during opening or combination changing the unit will register the first 5 digits of the 

combination into the “buffer”that receives input. The 6th digit will be the last numeric key pressed. 
For example, if your press C-1-2-3-4-5-7-4-5-2-7-6-# the program recognizes only the C-1-2-3-4-5-6-# 
input. The last numeric key pressed continues to replace the one prior until the “#” key is pressed 
to indicate completion. This is a security feature that allows you to baffle an on-looker that may be 
trying to memorize your combination. 



Combination Changing Instructions for the ESL10 Electronic Safe Lock 
You may change your combination any time you like and as many times as you like. Once your 
safe is installed, you must change the combination to a number sequence other than the Factory 
Combination of 1-2-3-4-5-6 to insure security. 

 
-- CAUTION -- 

Combination changes should always be done with the door locked OPEN. 
The input of a new combination is done by keying a “Change Key” code, followed by the Old 
Combination to validate a change and then followed by entering the New Combination twice to avoid 
a keying error. To change the combination, do the following: 

 
To change the combination, do the following: 
a. Press the keys “C”and then “#”. This is the “Change Key”that activates the change routine. The unit 

responds with a short warbling tone (called the “good combo tone”) and the red lamp strobes with 
the tone. 

b. Now key in the old 6 digit combination. The “C”key may be used to clear an error in keying at any 
time. Finish the input with a “#” key. 

1. If the old combination keyed matches the existing combination in permanent memory, another 
short good combo tone is sounded. Proceed to “c.” 

2. If the combination keyed is incorrect, the unit responds with 4 short beeps (called the bad 
combo tone) and returns to rest. The combination change routine is aborted and the old 
combination is retained. This also causes a count up for Penalty Lockout. 

c. Now key the first pass with the New 6 digit combination followed by a “#” key. Again, the “C”key may 
be used to clear an error in keying at any time. 

1. If the combination input is 6 digits in length, another short good combo tone is sounded. 
Proceed to “d.” 

2. If the combination keyed is not 6 digits long, the unit responds with 4 short beeps (bad combo 
tone) and returns to rest. The combination change routine is aborted and the old combination is 
retained. 

d. Now key the second (verify) pass with the New 6 digit combination followed by a “#” key. As before, 
the “C”key may be used to clear an error in keying at any time. 

1. If the combination input matched the first pass, a long good combo tone is sounded. The new 
combination replaces the old combination in permanent memory and the unit returns to a 
resting condition. Proceed to “e.” 

2. If the combination keyed does not match the first pass, the unit responds with the bad combo 
tone and returns to rest. The combination change routine is aborted and the old combination is 
retained. 

e. Test your new combination several times prior to closing and locking the safe. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CAUTION! 
Liquids can damage the keypad « 



PURCHASE RECORD 
 

 
 

 

Model #:      

Serial #:                                                                                                                

Date of Purchase:                                                                                          

Purchased From:     

Company:    

Address:    

City State Zip Code    

Telephone #:                                                                                                           

Email Address:       

Website:      

         Personal Combination: 

RECORD YOUR COMBINATION AND KEY NUMBERS HERE 

(STORE IN A SAFE PLACE) 

TO OPEN 
Factory Default: Push “C” key, then enter 1-2-3-4-5-6. 

Push “#” key. Turn knob to open. 

TO LOCK 
1. Close the door. 2. Turn knob to locked position 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

American Security Products Co., 11925 Pacific Ave., Fontana, CA 92337 
(800)421-6142 • www.amsecusa.com 
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